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The focal point of this cellar is a fourteen-foot wine sculpture
titled "Vitis". It projects light through photography and 747 linear

feet of handblown borosilicate glass ampules that have been
hermetically sealed with Sauternes wines from different decades.
The different ages of the wines provide a progression of colour

from top to bottom. 

The walls are suede, the floors are leather and the marble is Nero
Marquina. The herringbone wall was crafted out of Macassar and

then finished with mirror finished brass strips. To access the bottles
in the top portion, a hidden suede-lined drawbridge lowers from the
wall to create an extended catwalk. The ceiling is a reflective black

material that creates the illusion of a twenty-eight foot wine
sculpture.

Nero Marquina









Vino Letto

This cellar is named Vino Letto (or Wine Bed). The inspiration came
from a white marble bed created by fashion designer Rick Owens. A
cellar being the resting place for wine, this design was all about

using space and light to create a calm beauty with a minimalist feel. 

The wine in the main area appears to float with 9-foot spans of
unsupported custom racking, giving the impression of

weightlessness. With generous wine storage in other areas of the
residence, maximizing bottle capacity was not a concern. This

allowed us to shift the focus of the design more towards
aesthetics; creating spacious wine storage that conveys a subtle

luxury.







This cellar is 6 x 6 feet and was created in a monolithic style using
travertine.  The wine is suspended with highly tensioned aircraft

cables both for the minimalist aesthetic as well as maximizing bottle
capacity.  The Champagne wall is made of solid Wenge and each

bottle is individually lit with a bronze tint, beveled mirror behind. 
 The cellar is equipped with an advanced water-cooled heat

exchange system to maintain the ideal humidity and temperature
without exhausting any heat into an adjacent room.  All lighting
used for the floating walls, display shelf, ceiling and Champagne

wall are non-heat generating LEDs and the bottle capacity is
roughly 450 bottles. This design was named House & home magazine's

#1 favourite wine cellar in 2013.

Lithos





The back wall in this installation is ballistic steel. This metal was
selected for both its aesthetic qualities and for its iron properties;
not for its functional impermeability to bullets. Copper, brass and
mirror finish stainless steel “Judd-like” boxes provide juxtaposition

to the rough, industrial ballistic steel. Supporting hand blown,
limited edition Riedel wine decanters, these boxes are secured to the
wall through a magnetic bond, allowing for complete versatility

to add or remove components without any screws, nails or holes in
the wall. 

Fourteen foot, solid wood shelves were handcrafted out of Tarara
from Brazil. These curved shelves wrap into the corners providing
contrast to the quadrangular metal boxes as well as an aesthetic

framework for the entire installation.

Ballistic Steel Wall



Macassar Beehive



Baeumler Cellar
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